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Epic Word Adventure helps 
kids aged 6 - 13 increase their 

reading age and ace their exams

US:

SSAT

PreACT

State Assessments

Lexile Reading Assessment

TOEFL

UK:

KS1 SATs

KS2 SATs

CATs

ISEB 11+

Learn the vocabulary required for:
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“The only mobile game children will be 
allowed to play seven days a week.” 
- Susan Neuman, Professor of Early 
Childhood and Literacy Education, NYU. 

“The level of vocabulary gets 
increasingly difficult as you play. The 
game is adaptive.” - Professor Ted 
Briscoe, UN. 

Made by creative talent behind games 
and movies including:

Introducing Epic 
Word Adventure!
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Meet Barksy - 
that’s you!

Barksy is a word-hungry 
hound who scoots around 
Blabberville, learning words 
and using them in graffiti. Every 
time players learn a new word, 
Barksy sprays it somewhere 
in the environment, where it 
will live forever.
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Learn and earn 
The more kids learn, the more 
Blabberbucks they earn to spend on 
outrageous outfits and state-of-
the-art scooters. to scooters and 
show-stopping outfits!

Playing 
Epic Word 
Adventure

Complete daily 
word missions
Grab your scooter and explore 
Blabberville, an ever-expanding 3D city 
where words are everywhere.  You will be 
guided by Ding, the hilariously defective, 
spray can delivery drone. Every day, Ding 
challenges Barksy (and you) to find spray 
cans and learn epic words to graffiti 
around the city’s diverse environments. 
From the boho surfside of Blabber Beach 
to the mysterious, state-of-the art labs 
atop Tech Mountain, there are always 
new surprises to find and words to learn!
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Our pedagogical approach was 
developed in collaboration with literacy 
experts including:

• Susan Neuman Professor of Early 
Childhood and Literacy Education, 
NYU; former U.S. Assistant Secretary  
of Education 

• Ted Briscoe (Professor of 
Computational Linguistics, University  
of Cambridge)

sky-scra-per 
Building vocabulary 
LEVEL 2

b-ank
Learning to read 

LEVEL 1

To identify the words that kids need 
to know, our team of linguists and 
data scientists mine databases of 
vocabulary found in literature, major 
exams, and school curricula. Epic Word 
Adventure uses an algorithm that takes 
into account where each word is likely 
to appear, how complex its spelling is, 
and its Lexile grade level. This way, 
players are exposed to a selection 
of words that is tailored to their 
ability and needs.

Instructional
design
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Word topics 
Epic Word Adventure presents words 
in topical clusters. For example, these 
could be groups of words on the same 
topic, or a group of synonyms. Learning 
words in clusters helps kids structure their 
knowledge and access it more easily.[1]

LEVELS
Each player learns at their own speed. 
Our words are curated across five 
different levels and designed to challenge 
children of all ages and abilities.

Phonological 
awareness and 
spelling
The game uses an interactive method 
to develop phonological awareness and 
improve spelling skills. When players 
encounter a word, they interact with it 
by tapping on syllables (or onset-rimes), 
hearing how they are pronounced, and 
putting them in the correct order.  This 
develops phonological awareness, which 
is an important prerequisite for reading, 
spelling, and writing fluency.[2]

Verbal 
reasoning skills
The game features a fun, animated tool 
to quiz players on the shades of meaning 
between synonyms, antonyms, and words 
with different senses.

Active, gamified 
learning
Mastering levels, earning rewards, and 
engaging the senses makes learning 
more memorable.[3] Gamification 
also promotes problem solving and 
independent learning, and is particularly 
effective when it comes to learning new 
words.[4] 

Spaced repetition
Epic Word Adventure exposes kids to 
words in spaced intervals, repeating the 
same word on average six times in order 
to guarantee retention.[5] 

Easy word 
review
All the words players encounter are stored 
in their Blabberbank - a digital dictionary, 
structured by topic, with information 
about each word, such as a definition, 
synonyms, antonyms, and more.

a-gile
Building vocabulary 

LEVEL 4
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types of words covered

Word Category Explanation

US Exams

Words that appear frequently in exams such as State 
Assessments, SSAT, PreACT, TOEFL, Lexile Reading 
Assessment and other verbal reasoning/reading 
assessment tests

UK Exams
Words that appear frequently in exams such as KS1/2 
SATs, CATs, ISEB 11+, and other verbal reasoning/reading 
comprehension tests

Analytical &
Cross-Curricular

Words that help children comprehend nonfiction texts
 and express themselves with precision and sophistication 
in any subject 

Creative Writing 
& Literature

Descriptive words that will help children comprehend 
fiction texts and write brilliant stories

STEAM Words that unlock concepts related to science, technology, 
environment, arts, and mathematics

Inspirational Words that inspire kids to be kind, to imagine and create, 
and to strive and persevere

Grammar & 
Language Learning

Words that increase kids’ language consciousness such 
as groups of synonyms, antonyms, homophones, and 
commonly misspelled words

Note: Players receive an appropriate word list and spellings (US/UK), based on your 
country of residence. A list of exams and data sources covering ages 6-18 can 

be found in the appendix.
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The words in Epic Word Adventure 
are divided into six levels of increasing 
difficulty. Players are assigned a level 
based on answers given to questions 
during onboarding. Players advance 
through these levels based on their age 
and their learning progress in the game.

• Levels 1-2: for reading beginners, 
with emphasis given to building 
phonological awareness and decoding 
skills that improve reading, writing,  
and spelling. 

• Levels 3-4: for fluent readers who are 
starting to build a more advanced 
academic and descriptive vocabulary. 

• Level 5: for more advanced players 
who are preparing for exams such  
as the SSAT, UK 11+, UK KS2 SATS,  
and other reading assessment and 
verbal reasoning tests. 

• Level 6: for players up to 17 years old, 
covering the advanced word lists in 
SSAT and 11+ exams, as well as US 
college entry exams such as the SAT.

Six levels 
of increasing 
difficulty

Methodology
To identify the words that kids need to 
know, our team of linguists and data 
scientists mine databases of vocabulary 
found in literature, major exams such as 
the 11+ and SSAT, and school curricula 
in the US, the UK and China. Epic Word 
Adventure uses an algorithm that takes 
into account where each word is likely to 
appear, how complex its spelling is, its 
meaning difficulty, and its Lexile grade 
level. This way, players are exposed to a 
selection of words that is tailored to their 
ability and needs.
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top|c LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 6

Age & 
Grade Bands

5 to 6 years
US 

Kindergarten
UK Year 1

6 to 7 years
US Grade 1
UK Year 2

7 to 8 years
US Grade 2
UK Year 3

8 to 9 years
US Grade 3
UK Year 4

9 to 10 years
US Grade 4
UK Year 5

10-17 years***
US Grades 5-8
UK Years 6-9

Exams Words from all categories below appear frequently in major exams in the US and UK, grouped 
in a way that will help learning and revision.

Analytical &
Cross-Curricular

once, next, 
very, about, 
after, before

answer
because

think

compare
contrast

select

reason
conclusion

demonstrate

plausible
justification
ambiguous

scepticism
connotation
significance

Creative Writing 
& Literature

giant
fairy
troll 

monster
good-evil
thereafter

dash, dart
bellow, bark

shriek
sympathetic

scrumptious
succulent

boast
flaunt

colossal

siege
frequent
turbulent

eccentric
deflated

emaciated

inept
presumptuous

vivacious

STEAM

laptop
mouse
square 

add
subtract

design
waste

multiply
divide

drone
energy

3D printer
hexagon

experiment
microscope

recycle
turbine

photosynthesis
motherboard

density
frequency

velocity
deforestation

biosphere
wavelength

Inspirational 
try

tough
dream

imagine
passion

determined

grit
unique
inspire

persevere
gratitude

resourceful

nonconformist
inventive

remarkable

devotion
tenacious

phenomenal

Grammar & 
Language Learning

two/too/to
big-bigger- 

biggest

foot-feet 
mouse-mice 
tooth-teeth

honest/
dishonest
possible/

impossible

morning/
mourning

accept/ except

precede/ 
proceed

conscious/
conscience

ascent/ assent
allusion/ 
illusion

compliment/ 
complement

Sample words

***At this level, the words are challenging even for adults 
but appear in texts and exams for all ages. 

***Some words are appropriate at many ages such as 
‘density’.
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Epic Word 
Adventure is 
affordable
We have worked hard to make sure 
that Epic Word Adventure  
is affordable.

• One subscription serves  
up to 4 children. Pay annually 
up front for large savings on the 
monthly price and get a FREE 
best-selling vocabulary book.

• Monthly subscription prices  
can be cancelled anytime.  
Amounts are adjusted globally  
for local currencies. 

Receive emails keeping you  
up-to-date on your child’s  
word-learning progress, and  
word-a-day notifications so  
you can join the fun.
 

Epic Word 
Adventure 
is safe
• No in-app purchases
• No third party advertising
• No social or external chat features

Receive 
The Blab 

A vocabulary-rich, illustrated  
monthly newspaper designed 
for kids.

s-pace shut-tle
Encountering STEAM words
LEVEL 3



Available on iOS only

Appendix 

Word data sources include: 

• MetaMetrix WordBank - in collaboration with Lexile and based on leading textbooks 
and children’s contemporary fiction

• Classic children’s literature
• SSAT word lists
• TOEFL word lists
• State Assessments word lists
• UK KS1/2 SATs word lists  
• UK ISEB 11+ Common Entrance Examinations word lists
• UK National Curriculum word lists
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